COVID-19 Update for Backyard Berry Plants
updated 6/15/2020

We are still shipping orders and have limited orders, but we are still moving slower at processing due to the Pandemic. Remember that all our stock is potted and can grow and travel any time of the year with no issues. Potted stock gives you the ease of mind to know that you don’t have to rush to plant....an extra important aspect given our country’s current condition. Orders coming in mid June will be shipping within 2-3 weeks, maybe sooner. Some states are still showing difficulty in delivering our packages in a timely manner. For those states that we have identified we will ship only on Monday’s, giving the shipping companies the maximum days to deliver your plants before the weekend.

We ask everyone be patient, and do feel free to contact me by email (keith@backyardberryplants.com) or text (812-340-1140) with questions about your order or planting. PLEASE DO NOT CALL AND LEAVE A MESSAGE. I cannot possibly call back the dozens of people a week and also do emails, texts, AND shipping (not to mention growing the plants).

Do see our Planting Guide and Care Guide on the website.

The alpine plugs ship via USPS Priority Mail (though for some we are putting in with your ground order if you are in the Midwest or near East), and all else ships via UPS Ground. I will send tracking to the email address provided on your order form.

Thank you all very much for your support, it means a lot to us and to Organic Agriculture!